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Abstract

Populism has been one of the most interesting areas in political science studies. This concept
has nowadays been one of the most important issue in debates involving the European Union
and the US and as such, has aff ected our country as well. The political system in Albania, and
especially the party system, aft er the communist system, is a multi-party system, which seems
to have quenched every person's thirst for representation. In the last 30 years of the democratic
system, political parties have tried to be as close as possible to the ideal of being a European 
party. Not just in their organization, but in the way their political ideas are conveyed.
 But in addition to their eff orts to convey a more European spirit, these political entities
themselves are facing the weaknesses of the political system and a poor legacy of lack of 
political pluralism. Recent developments show that populism has shift ed from a form of 
government to a practice of governance. The paper will begin with a brief introduction on 
how this phenomenon was conceived by various political studies and then on the forms it has
taken in post-communist system in Albania.
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Introduction

When populism is mentioned, many individuals give the concepts that they have, 
or think about. This is created from experiences they may have had with systems
that have practiced this form, or even from what they may have heard about states
that have had populist leaders. Many see populism as a bacterium that is att acking
democratic systems and that the responsibility of everyone, not just leaders, is
to fi ght, identify and support any policy against this phenomenon 1. The rise of 
"populist movements", according to Barack Obama, has contributed to the revival of 
a global boom in "politics of fear, resentment and stalemate", which opens a path to
authoritarianism. "I'm not giving the alarm. I'm just telling the facts," Obama said 2
At the beginning of the 19th century, populism has been used more and more by radical
parties, while in recent years, more than a political doctrine, populism has emerged a
new level, which should be seen as part of its daily political communication, used by
diff erent political entities, with which they advocate diff erent ideologies 3. Opposition
political parties use populist vocabulary in their eff orts to win support. But not only
1  Baker, P. 2016, We the people: the battle to defi ne populism, taken by: https://www.theguardian.com/
new s/2019/jan/10/we-the-people-the-battle-to-defi ne-populism
 2 Haney, S. Barack Obama complains about leaders who beat their chest and says Sarah Palin paved the way
for Donald Trump's election, taken by: https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-6776169/Obama-
complains-leaders-beat-chest.html
 3  Kudors, A. 2017, The Rise of populism, Lessons for Europian and the United States of America,  University
of Lativia Press, Riga, pg 169
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the opposition, but also the parties in government, use populist vocabulary in the 
messages they convey to the people.
In its foundations, populist parties are neither democratic nor authoritarian. Although 
more in its characteristics it resembles an authoritarian movement. Populism at its 
core has a very charismatic leader who seems to speak for every individual, who 
seems to speak on behalf of every individual and thus manages to increase his power. 
Political parties seem to lose the essence of their existence in this system and elections 
become a formality to confi rm this leader's support. And in the 20th century, it seems 
that populist views have been part of the political programs of some world-renowned 
leaders like Chavez, Juan Peron 4.
The essence of their programs has remained the same, equitable distribution of 
income, regardless of infl ation or government debt. Populists demand direct 
democracy through popular initiatives or referendums.
There are diff erent concepts about populism. Initially, this concept was used to 
show the love the people's representatives had for it and the desire they had that 
the problems of the individuals have to be refl ected in the policies they undertook. 
According to Cas Mudde, author of the book Populism: A Very short Introduction, 
populism is an idea that divides people into two groups, the "pure people" and a 
"corrupt elite" 5. The diff erence between these two groups, as Mudde puts it, is not in
how much income a group has, but in the values   they have 6.
Basically the populists are non-unitary, are separatists. A true populist, says he 
represents the "will of the people" and always expresses opposition to the current 
political system that the country has. Populists - ranging from revolutionary socialist 
Hugo Chavez in Venezuela to religious conservative Recep Tayyip Erdogan in Turkey 
- have managed to portray themselves as victims even at the height of their power, 
thereby showing blame for the problems they may have in the way they govern are 
from the elites, or even from outside groups 7.

This illustration clearly 
shows the focus of the 
people's att ention on 
an individual. And 
contemporary pluralistic 
leaders are the product 
of deep social discontent 
and an elite-only economy. 
And at this point when 
dissatisfaction with the 
current system seems to 

have peaked, these charismatic leaders, through their discourses, seem to exacerbate 
this situation.
4  Munro, A. Populism political program or movement, taken by: https://www.britannica.com/topic/popu-
lism
 5  Molloy, D. 2018, What is populism, and what does the term actually mean? taken by: https://www.bbc.
com/news/world-43301423
 6  Mudde. C. 2017, Populism a very short Introduction, Oxford University Press, pg 10
 7 Moffi tt, B. 2006, The global rise of populism, Stanford University Press, pg 30
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One concrete example we can mention in our country is Mr. Veliaj. "He has always
spoken on behalf of citizens, accused politicians of their displays of luxury and
wealth, wept over the woes of nurses, retirees ... the common people. He has done
it every day, not quietly and modestly, but by showing it with rage and advertising
on television, newspapers, social networks and television debates. The poor minister
always moves with cameras behind him, cameras and ready-made announcements
confessing his devotion to forgott en citizens. On behalf of the latt er, Erion Veliaj has
spared no one. On behalf of the people, Erion Veliaj has accused everyone 8”.
On the other hand, the term has also had negative connotations, especially aft er the
experience that the European continent has had with systems that have apparently
been populist. The diff erence is that populism as a form of representation could be
used by a dictator to mask the problems that his representation had and to envelop
these problems through the 'magic veil' of the party-state. In contrast, populism as a
practice of governance aims to mask the problems that governance has by wrapping
them with the 'magic veil' of representation that contemporary democracies possess 9.
There is now a widespread idea that there are no populist movements, but there are
people, att itudes and movements that the political center wants the people to trust.
But on the other hand, populism has recently been used as a veil to make the party
that uses it more contemporary. But why especially in recent years is a revival of these
populist movements raging? For some reasons:

Economic reasons - as mentioned above, is the main reason that certain
segments of the population against of the government, which has shift ed to protect
the interests of a wealthy elite. And to this group of people angry with the elites joins
another group that at the core of their thoughts is the community of the common
good, not the wellbeing of the individuals.
These individuals do not feel comfortable in the absence of an authority that tells them
what is good or not. Populist Party leaders say they will make a bett er distribution of 
 8 Myft araj, K. 2017 Minister Erion Veliaj get married, 1000 persons invited in Gjirokas-
tra Castle, Talen by: htt ps://www.forumishqiptar.com/threads/155966-Martohet-ministri-
Erion-Veliaj-1000-dasmor%C3%AB-n%C3%AB-Kalan%C3%AB-e-Gjirokastr%C3%ABs/
page3
 99  Hoxha, L. 2017. Does the concept of 'populism' still make sense ?H h L 2017 D h f ' li ' ill k ?
taken by Telegrafi . Com , Rr. Rexhep Mala, Aktash, Nr.29, Prishtinë, Kosovë info@telegrafi .com
038-224-093
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income, but without taking into account other important elements such as debt and 
infl ation.
 Migrants - one of the main problems facing the European continent is

the crisis of migrants and refugees, as immediate measures are required for their 
reception, accommodation and integration. One of the countries most aff ected by 
this phenomenon, such as the refugee problem, is Italy and Germany. In 2017, Italy 
has been designated as one of the countries that has most war refugees. Measures 
taken, such as agreements with Turkey, and in particular measures to deport them 
and strengthen the border 10. And now every party, whether that is right, left  or center,
has a key element in its policy, the measures that need to be taken to limit migrant 
movements
1.1 The rhetoric of populist leaders

Populist politicians are "ruthless" in protecting the 
common people. They undertake to become the 
voice of every simple man or woman who fi ghts 
against a small, volatile elite whose only interest is 
to monetize their funds. On the other hand, despite 
being aware of the policy they pursue, in their 
speeches the  populist politicians include terms 
such as "democracy, individual liberty," but used 
in connotation, or in the sense of the policy they 
pursue. What are the most essential features of their 
rhetoric?
 Att ack the current political elite in the country. 

If we refer to Albania, especially in recent years, the 
tone used by both sides of the political spectrum is 
increasing. The misuse of this concept begins to be 
noticed when we fi nd populism in the discourse of 

diverse leaders such as Trump, Le Pen or Basha. "Every passing day is proving that 
the issues and causes for which the Democratic Party has fought at a high political 
cost are fi nally clear to all Albanians: The drug situation we denounced became clear 
to all. Albanians; The criminals in the Assembly made it clear to all Albanians; The 
links of ministers and politicians to drug traffi  cking became known. 11 " 
There have been numerous allegations that links the current government to drug 
traffi  cking, which is why the country is in a miserable state. "As soon as Edi Rama 
decided to cooperate with crime to win the elections, any political process in Albania 
ended. It ended every opportunity to govern for the people and on behalf of the 
people. 12 "
 Heavy sarcasm against political and international institutions - many times

in the media we have seen the ruling government trying to meet the conditions set 
by international bodies. But on the other hand, these bodies are part of a sarcastic 
10  Foundation for Europian Progresive Studies, The State of Populism in Europe 2017, pg 8
11 Balkans web, 2018, Basha's indictment: Crime has secured Rama 15 mandates, retrieved from: https://
www.balkanweb.com/basha-krimi-i-ka-secured-rames-15-mandate/
12 Balkans web, 2018, Basha's indictment: Crime has secured Rama 15 mandates, retrieved from: https://
www.balkanweb.com/basha-krimi-i-ka-secured-rames-15-mandate/
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opposition vocabulary. This has been noted in the allegations that Mr. Basha has
called for international bodies that have been corrupted by the ruling government to
fulfi ll individual interests 13.
“z. Lulzim Basha seems to have taken this job very easily. He is accusing Western
chancellors, the German government, Brussels, the United States, the OSCE, the EP
and everyone who has said that the path he is taking like not voting for the vett ing,
boycott ing the Assembly and threatening to endanger it, boycott ing elections too,
is completely wrong 14. Basha has been a foreign minister and knows very well the
consequences to come when he accuses international offi  cials of buying drugs. These
accusations cannot be avoided even if they pursue a policy of victimization 15.

Communicating with a great sense of urgency for unity in their cause -
throughout 2019, our country has been embroiled in many opposition protests, an
initiative used to show that the state is seized by a corrupt elite of politicians and the
solution to this choice is the popular backlash. An extremely temperate climate since
the beginning of the year, warns against the background of the June 30 local elections,
strong storms on the political scene that will disturb the country's life for months at
a time.

"The great batt le and confrontation for democracy and the rule of law awaits us,
leading popular protests to overthrow Edi Rama," Democratic Speaker Basha said
at a National Council meeting. A few days later, the opposition announces the
organization of protests to demand a transitional government that will hold early
elections. "This civic uprising will continue until the total overthrow of this rott en
system," Mr. Basha points out among protesters. "Edi Rama has not seen anything
yet"
The reactions have been very immediate from international organizations who haveThe reactions have been 
 13  Meta, A. 2017, When the political rhetoric of Lulzim Basha touches on diplomatic stupidity, tak-
en from: https://javanews.al/kur-retorika-politike-e-lulzim-bashes-prek-budallekun-diplomatik/
 14  Meta, A. 2017, When the political rhetoric of Lulzim Basha touches on diplomatic stupidity, taken from:
https://javanews.al/kur-retorika-politike-e-lulzim-bashes-prek-budallekun-diplomatik/
 15  Meta, A. 2017, When the political rhetoric of Lulzim Basha touches on diplomatic stupidity, taken from:
https://javanews.al/kur-retorika-politike-e-lulzim-bashes-prek-budallekun-diplomatik/
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emphasized that such reactions, however good they may be, have not had a good 
impact on the process of integrating the country into European structures.

 Metaphors used for the process of refugee integration - oft en used in the media
for the problem of war refugees. There are oft en cases where the problem of economic 
refugees or war is seen as a "boiling pot" that is about to explode. These refugees 
require important measures for the creation of host countries, for their integration 
into society and for their care. Which is at the cost of taxpayers. This has led to fi erce 
reactions from the local population, who have seen immigrants as occupiers of their 
jobs and benefi ciaries of social services.
In 2017, Italy was one of the countries, most aff ected by the migrant movements. 
Millions of immigrants (with and without status) are heading to Europe from Syria and 
Afghanistan. Between Turkey and Lebanon alone, over four million Syrian refugees 
have sett led. Millions of poor people from Central African countries embarked on a 
long and dangerous journey across the desert, Libya and the sea to reach Italy, and 
continue on to Germany and Switzerland.
Estimating precise numbers under such conditions is always approximate, but it is 
clear, however, that such numbers represent a major problem for anyone, including 
UN agencies. The theme of sett ing up walls to stop an "occupation" by political and 
economic refugees - almost all from areas where life is at risk of armed confl ict or 
tribal or extremist governance - is dominating diplomatic meetings and the media 
European and beyond.

Conclusi ons

In this short paper, we gave an overview about populism and how it is implemented 
in Albania. Populism, according to political science scholars, is a political doctrine 
that supports the interests of the common people in their eff orts to fi ght a corrupt 
elite whose sole mission is to pocket their pockets. Populism is not a new political 
doctrine, as history has shown that there has always been a populist leader, but it 
is a doctrine that has learned to adapt to the changes that the political system has 
undergone.
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It essence is in a charismatic leader, who aims to bring together people who are
fi ghting for their rights against a small group of people in his lectures on a more
equitable distribution of income. This leader is indiff erent to the domestic debt of the
state and to the policy pursued by international organizations and sits at a level with
the common people to "weep" the trouble with them. A charismatic leader is elected
only to reaffi  rm his support of the people, and in this electoral system the role of the
party as a political entity is lost and the role of the leading individual is elevated.
In this paper we also looked at two key aspects that have infl uenced the resurgence 
of populism in recent years internationally. The fi rst aspect was the economic one,
many people tired of concentrating wealth in the hands of a wealthy elite, favoring 
these by political entities that had the best distribution of income in their program.
The second aspect is that of the refugee movements. The refugee problem is one of 
the key aspects that have reawakened these movements.
Refugees are seen as the main benefi ciaries of the country's social programs, especially
European ones. The media have been associated them with a negative connotation,
like a "pressure cooker", so immediate measures should be taken to integrate them,
or even strengthen the borders of the states to control their movements. Agreements
with Turkey, as one of the transit areas for migrant crossings, have aff ected the
control of migrant movements. Albania is seen as one of the transit areas used by war
refugees and politicians. The government has therefore sought to strengthen customs
control to enable the movement of refugees to neighboring Italy.
The rhetoric used by populist leaders is dominated by negative tones towards the
existing government, as we have oft en heard in our country as: "government caught
by crime" "corrupt politicians". But not only to the current government, but also
to international bodies as supporters of its interests. Allegations that have not had 
a positive impact on Albania's image in the international arena. It remains to be
mentioned that aspects of populist speech also result from the lack of heritage in 
terms of the political system.
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